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NEWS LETTER NO 39

Update 8/9/2014 Nekargemund (Germany)
              “On The Road Again” We are now across the channel coming 
the long way round via Derbyshire. We spent our first night at our 
friends Liz and Brian’s at Scampton. Then on to Chatsworth caravan 
club site, which is the old nurseries. You get a key for this gate which 
takes you from the site to Chatsworth grounds.

 This weekend was Chatsworth country fair a bit like, the Lincolnshire 
or great Yorkshire show, but with less tractors, cows, sheep and pigs, 
but with more horses shooting fishing dogs, and of course Hunter wellies.

  IT'S  5.OCLOCK  SOMEWHERE
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From there we had a night at Maidstone, then the ferry, with nights at 
St Omur and a site in Germany just the other side of a bridge from the 
Luxembourg town of Remich.

Like of the day.
    Municipal aire at Arques (St Omur) £2.80 a night.
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Dislike of the day
        The duck hunters who use these plastic decoys and shoot all night 
on the lake next to the aire.

Our first long stop is Nekargemund on the river Nekar just outside 
Heidelberg. Which is a very old, historic and pretty city, with a very 
good shopping street (which we made very good use of).
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Food. (seems a good topic)
         Bread in Europe is a tricky thing, you can get wonderful bread 
but on the other had you can get some terrible stuff. In some areas of 
France the first morning baguette bake, is rock hard (because they dunk 
it in there chocolate) and bread in Germany is expensive. So I have 
started to bake some of our bread in the camper, in our new Remoska. 
(From Lakeland).

Like of the day.
           Singing along to Fog on the Tyne by Lindisfarne, on German 
radio. With lots of strange looks from our European neighbours.
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